
Gliph Makes Cross-Continental Bitcoin Transfers a Snap 
 
 
SAN MATEO, CA, August 20th, 2013 – Gliph, a digital identity platform, announced 
support for peer-to-peer (P2P) Bitcoin payments using the BIPS Bitcoin Wallet.  
 
Gliph’s mobile P2P payments feature is a new way to send and receive Bitcoin 
digital currency. Every Gliph user can now attach a BIPS Bitcoin Wallet to their 
account then send Bitcoin to other Gliph users via a simple text messaging interface.  
 
“As the largest wallet provider in Europe, BIPS has a variety of international options 
for funding Bitcoin wallets. Supporting BIPS makes Gliph more useful for swift and 
low-cost Bitcoin payments between people across the globe,” said Rob Banagale, 
co-founder and CEO of Gliph.  
 
Gliph debuted support for Bitcoin at the Bitcoin 2013 conference in May, with an 
industry-leading integration of Coinbase. Since then, Gliph extended its lead by 
adding Instant Wallet Creation. This unique capability allows people new to Bitcoin to 
create their wallet while signing up for a Gliph account in just a few taps.  
 
“I’ve been impressed with the ease-of-use Gliph has brought to Bitcoin P2P 
payments,” said Kris Henriksen, founder and CEO of BIPS. “They’ve taken 
something with a fairly steep learning curve and made it so anyone can quickly get 
started using Bitcoin. I was pleased to work directly with Gliph to ensure BIPS works 
perfectly on their platform.” 
 
Gliph’s new release for iOS, Android and the web allows both new and existing 
users to instantly create their Bitcoin wallet on either Coinbase or BIPS. This multi-
wallet capability saves Gliph users the hassle of managing and verifying wallet 
addresses when sending Bitcoin between Coinbase and BIPS. 
 
“BIPS continues to be the largest provider of Bitcoin merchant services in Europe 
and hosts well over 10,000 Bitcoin wallets. I’m excited to augment the experience for 
our users by working with Gliph to provide them the world’s easiest way to send and 
receive Bitcoin,” added Kris. 
  
“Whether you bank in United States or across the globe, you can now choose a 
reputable wallet provider, acquire Bitcoin and then get the same secure, private and 
fun experience of sending Bitcoin using Gliph messaging,” added Rob. “This is 
another step in the right direction for trusted P2P transactions on the Gliph platform.” 
 

 
### 

 
About Gliph 
Gliph is an identity platform for secure and private communication and transactions. Gliph allows 
simple Bitcoin transfers directly in-line with secure text messaging. Gliph is available for free on 
the Apple App Store (https://gli.ph/iphone); Google Play (https://gli.ph/android); and as a web 
application (https://gli.ph/m). For more information, visit https://gli.ph. For more information about 
Boost VC visit http://boost.vc. 
Gliph Media Contact: Rob Banagale, rob@gli.ph, 503-822-6629 



About BIPS  
Founded in 2011, BIPS (Bitcoin Internet Payment System) provides carrier-grade Bitcoin 
payment system that allows customers, enterprises and merchants to fully leverage the power of 
Bitcoin. BIPS’s intelligent suite simplifies, automates and expedites the buying, selling, accepting 
and trading of Bitcoin.  
BIPS Media Contact: press@bips.me, 1-855-ONE-BIPS  


